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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

High Efficiency Three-Dimensional Manipulation of Sub-Micron 
Particles and DNA Molecules 

by 
Alexander Leroy Teeter 

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
San Diego State University, 2006 

This thesis theoretically quantifies the different forces appropriate for controlled 
manipulation of discrete particles at the micron and sub-micron levels as necessary for a trap 
to be used for biological or mechanical trapping.  The forces reviewed include thermal forces 
(Joule heating), gravity, buoyancy forces, Stokes drag, optical tweezers, acoustic waves, and 
Brownian motion.  After a qualitative and qualitative assessment of these forces through 
simulation, the chosen method of particle manipulation is a combination of electrophoresis 
and dielectrophoresis.  Efficiency of trapping in the range of 30% was achieved.  
Representative simulations were conducted in a multiphysics software package.  Based on 
this, an efficient 3-D submicron particle manipulator was designed and a simplified version 
sent to an external facility (MEMSCAP) for microfabrication using PolyMUMPS (Multi-
User MEMS Process Service).  Also covered are two manners of micromachining the device, 
simulated in a MEMS layout package.  Applications for this device in the current 
biotechnology industry are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Dinosaurs, aircraft carriers, and ice-cream sundaes.  In their heart of hearts, no one 

truly wants to be or have the smallest.  The question begs, “Who cares about the little 

things?”  For this to be answered, it must be known what makes size necessary.  What all 

gargantuan constructs have in common is that their size is critical to function (aside from the 

ice-cream sundaes).  Dinosaur’s large size was important to compete for food and defense 

against predators; aircraft carriers are constructed on grand scales to hold large amounts of 

equipment and crew.  However, there are an equal number of cases where a smaller size is 

necessary for efficiency.  These small sizes may be necessary because of space issues, 

limited materials, or power availability.  This is the world that humanity is entering.  The 

civilization of man has progressed from the Stone Age, through various periods of metal 

working, to rebirth in the Renaissance all the way to industrialization.  Now, man is 

progressing within and beyond the information age and trying to do more… with less. 

The name of the game has officially become optimization.  Science has turned to the 

microscopic world in an effort to effectively understand, well, everything.  The concept of 

small brings an opportunity of analyzing more with less.  No more is it necessary to waste 

gallons of precious reagents, or build an enormous mechanical beast to verify a simple 

concept.  In order to fit and create more with less, the field of MEMS (Micro Electro-

Mechanical Systems) has come to light.  With viruses (0.01–0.1 µm), bacteria (0.5–5 µm), 

and plant and animal cells (5-15 µm) all in the micro-regime, it only makes sense to construct 

machines of similar scales for in-depth study of these objects.  As proposed by Richard 

Feynman at Caltech in 1959 in his now classic lecture, “there is plenty of room at the 

bottom.”1 

This thesis seeks to quantify through simulation the physics and relative forces at the 

micro and nano-scale regime as applicable in mechanical engineering and utilization within 

the life sciences.  Much of this research is in conjunction with current technologies founded 

and developed in MEMS.  Forces intrinsic to this size regime will be discussed and analyzed 
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computationally.  Novel techniques for micro and nano-manipulation will be covered as well 

as a final design for an original product.  Utilizing existing technologies for MEMS 

fabrication, processes, materials, plans and specifications will be provided for physical 

construction of the devices; these devices already have a niche in the life sciences industry.  

Further research opportunities for improved parallel sub-micron and nano-assembly, in 

addition to real-time observation of nano-constructs will also be discussed. 

In some aspects, this thesis covers the extension of currently existing two-

dimensional manipulation of micro and nano-scale objects into three dimensions.  A device 

has been designed that will selectively manipulate and transport particles.  The purpose of 

such a device is for manipulation as well as three-dimensional trapping and sorting of 

particles 100 nm (100x10-9 m) to 2 µm in diameter.  The chamber size in the device is 

370 µm wide, 500 µm high, and assumes a length much larger than its width or height (in 

essence, an infinite channel).  These dimensions are based upon micromachinability and 

simulation results.  The working fluid, for computational purposes of conductivity, viscosity, 

and density is normal saline with a weight-to-volume concentration of 0.9% NaCl.  This 

closely simulates biological fluids. 

Applications for such a device include an electrophoretic collector where charged 

particles are gathered at the electrodes, a dielectrophoretic trap for distributed polarized 

particles within a volume, and as a collecting chamber that can penetrate a given volume and 

thereby capture virtually all desired components within a costly reagent.  Such a device 

would have several niches for use within the bioengineering field including the first step of a 

liquid-based pathogen detector and as a sub-micron sorter of particles with varying charges 

or polarizabilities.  An extension of such a device could be using the 3D manipulation 

techniques developed here for nano-assembly in the mechanical equivalent of a “factory on a 

chip”. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 

 In order to understand the motivation behind the choices made in terms of designing 

the 3D micromachined device, the mechanics of existing technologies must first be 

understood.  This chapter discusses the main methods of discrete micron and sub-micron 

particle manipulation.  The methods examined include optical tweezers, acoustic waves, 

electrophoresis, and dielectrophoresis which are discussed below. 

OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
Optical control through focused light has been used since 1986 when it was first 

published in Ashkin et al.2  Experiments have since demonstrated excellent spatial resolution 

on the order of 10 nm to 100 µm depending on wavelength.  Minimal biological effects have 

been observed when the laser light used is in the near infrared range (800-1064 nm).3  

Ordinarily, one would not expect that light could impart a force sufficient to move physical 

objects, but it is now known that each photon carries an energy and momentum hv λ/h  

where h is Planck’s constant (6.626*10-34 Joule-second), v is the frequency of radiation, 

and λ  is the light wavelength.  Therefore, with absorption of the photon’s energy upon 

collisions with a particle, the momentum transferred from a light beam of power P leads to a 

measurable reaction force F on the object: 

 
c

nPF =   (1) 

where c is the velocity of light (2.998*108 m/s) and n is the refractive index of the 

surrounding medium.4  Experimental observations, though, have determined that this 

momentum transference is not 100% efficient, but closer to 30% in ideal conditions.  This is 

due to refraction within the medium and other non-ideal situations, resulting in a correction 

factor Q:4 

 
c

nPQF =   (2) 
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where Q is the determined efficiency of energy transference.  For simplicity, spherical 

particle geometry is assumed for these, and all other analyses, unless stated otherwise. 

In utilizing optical tweezers, two regimes are important: those where the particle is 

larger than the wavelength of the driving beam and those where the particle is smaller.  In the 

Mie regime, when the particle diameter is much greater than the laser light wavelength, the 

resulting forces necessary to trap or otherwise move a particle to a desired location are 

independent of the radius of the particles.  A visual representation in Figure 1 illustrates these 

scales. 

 
Figure 1. Particle scales relative to 
beam wavelength.5Grier, David G.  
“A Revolution in optical 
manipulation.”  Nature.  424 (2003): 
810-816. 

In this thesis, to adequately address sub-micron manipulation, the Raleigh regime will be 

explored where the particle radius is much smaller than the optical tweezers’ wavelength. 

For particles smaller than the wavelength of the laser Raleigh regime, the forces of 

the optical field near the trapped particle are critical.  Discrete forces may be identified as 

those arising from light scattered by the targeted particle and those from the intensity 

gradient.  For an object with radius r, and light beam intensity , the force from the light 

scattering is:

0I
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where N is the ratio of the refractive index of the object to the index n of the surrounding 

medium.  Where the scattering forces are perpendicular to the wave fronts of the incident 
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light, the objects are pushed in the direction of light propagation.  Near the optical axis, the 

gradient forces dominate and may be expressed as:4 

 ( )2
2

233

2
1

2
E

N
NrnFgrad ∇








+
−−

=  (4) 

In (4), it is noted that the square of gradient forces are directly proportional to the field 

strength.  This is analogous to the electro-magnetic field in dielectrophoresis analyzed later in 

this thesis; the only difference is the means of generating such a field.  This optical tweezer 

field generation is accomplished via an induced optical beam as opposed to electricity. 

For an effective trap, the gradient forces must exceed the scattering forces – that is, 

the controlling forces must overcome the randomizing forces.  Within an optical beam, these 

forces alternatively dominate as illustrated in Figure 2.  On the outer edges of the emitting 

light source, radiation pressure dominates.  However, as the particle moves closer to the 

optical axis, the optical gradient forces tend to dominate.  As a result, a particle will be 

inherently drawn to the center of the beam.  For a non-spherical entity, such as rod-shaped 

objects, this will result in the particle aligning its long axis with that of the beam. 

 
Figure 2. Relative position of dominating 
forces within beam.5Grier, David G.  “A 
Revolution in optical manipulation.”  
Nature.  424 (2003): 810-816. 
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An illustration of “particle collimating” is found in Figure 3.  In Figure 3, (A) shows a 

refractive sphere in the vicinity of a tightly focused Gaussian beam and (B) shows the rays 

are refracted by the sphere and hence transfer momentum to it.  (C) reveals that rays not 

along the beam axis are refracted downwards, resulting in (D) where the sphere is drawn into 

the region of the highest beam intensity, i.e.: at the center. 

 
Figure 3. Affected particles being drawn to the beam center.6 
Paterson, Lynn.  “Novel micromanipulation techniques in optical 
tweezers.”  Ph.D. diss., University of St. Andrews, 2003 

Optical tweezers have been used in both mechanical and biological applications.  

Trapping and three-dimensional manipulation has already been mentioned, but their function 

extends far beyond these.  Capable of trapping individual particles as small as 5 nm, and 

generating forces in excess of 100 pico-newtons (a very small force), the manipulations seem 

ideal for exerting forces on biological and macromolecular systems as well as measuring 

their responses.6 One may know the force and “stiffness” or known value of deformation of 

the beams acting upon the particles through observed distortions of the beam.  Aggregates of 

such particles may be deformed or stretched producing and thereby measuring various 

material properties through the observable effects on the beam.  These include the 

viscoelastic properties of single biopolymers (including DNA), cell membranes, protein 

fibers (including the muscle component actin), cytoskeleton gels, and composite structures.  

Also, these beams may be used to analyze transient structures and kinetic motion such as 

molecular motors.  A simple single-beam setup for such analyses is shown in Figure 4, 

revealing the elements necessary for a single-beam optical manipulation device.  From the 

diagram, it is seen that even for a single beam, the cost of equipment to maintain, and 

potential for error is quite high. 
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Optical manipulation is used extensively in the life sciences.  Though not ideal for 

bulk movement or a primary mode of force generation, the very small forces (on the order of 

piconewtons) are appropriate for “fine-tuning” and detection of variations in nano-

mechanics.  An example is the use of a photo detector array based on the reflection of light 

off cantilevers deflected as little as 0.1 to 0.5 nm from a contact from a DNA sample.7   

 
Figure 4. Single beam setup showing elements 
necessary for optical manipulation. 5Grier, David G.  
“A Revolution in optical manipulation.”  Nature.  424 
(2003): 810-816. 

This system, utilizing Vertical Cavity Surface Emission Lasers (VCSELs), is used to detect 

genetic mutations that selectively bind to the cantilevers that are coated with selectively 

reacting nucleic acids.  Another application is the counter-propagating optical trap 

measurement (COTM) system that estimates the refractive index and size of trapped objects 

via a two-beam system.8  The system is non-invasive and does not require dyes or markers 

traditionally used in other approaches such as refractometry and flow cytometry. 

Though optical tweezers have found many applications in the biological fields, from a 

mechanical standpoint, the technology poses several problems.  Through innovative design, 

very small elements may be discretely moved. The forces exerted, as previously mentioned, 

are exceedingly small.  This makes movement of larger particles very difficult if not 

impossible within a reasonable timeframe.  Furthermore, the working medium that such 

particles occur in must be relatively clear; impurities or other obstacles barring the passage of 
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light inhibit the driving constructive forces being imposed upon the targeted particles.  

Scattered light can also cause localized heating phenomena that will be covered later in this 

thesis; this heating can cause unpredictable variations in force control – very critical at the 

nano-level.  For these reasons, optical tweezers are not the chosen means of locomotion in 

this thesis. 

ACOUSTIC WAVES 
Acoustic waves have been predominately used in the forced mixing of the otherwise 

laminar flow through in micron and nano-scale structures rather than discrete particle 

manipulation.  Such waves have also been used in the breaking of surface tension of a 

reservoir to create precisely formed, uniform drops in fluidic dispensation.  While the trend 

in such technologies is towards manipulation and dispensation of fluids to a gaseous 

environment, the principle of propagating waves for transport within a liquid medium is also 

valid.  Instead of fluid droplets moving through a gaseous environment, the analogue would 

be solid particles/beads moving through a fluid environment.  Though the particles 

themselves cannot change shape, as a liquid could to in gas, their varying densities within the 

fluid could allow for selective sorting and movement in such a medium. 

Integrated acoustic transducers within microfluidic channels have been utilized to 

induce turbulent flow in what is normally a purely laminar regime.9  The principle behind 

these devices is the feeding of multiple small alternating channels into one larger channel or 

by splitting a laminar flow into half horizontally, and allowing these parts to be combined 

side-by-side in another area.  However, the primary method of mixing through transducers is 

accomplished through acoustic streaming.  A series of transducers are excited via sinusoidal 

signals, thereby generating a time harmonic acoustic field within the fluid.  Such waves 

create a second-order DC pressure, known as the Langevin acoustic radiation pressure Ω : 9 

  (5) 22/ cp mi ρ=Ω

Here, pi is the amplitude of the time harmonic acoustic field, mρ  is the density of the media, 

and c is the sound wave propagation velocity inside the fluid.  To relate the amplitude of the 

acoustic field relative to electrical power, the relation in (6) may be used:9 

  (6) AcPp Emi /22 ρ=
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where PE is the coupled electrical power and A is the area of the transducer.  Thus, it is seen 

that amplitude increases linearly with the square root of power.  In water (or saline), acoustic 

waves attenuate at 0.22 dB/(mf2) where m is meters and f is the frequency in MHz.  This 

correlates with experimental results of a harmonic pressure of 816 kPa from 20 mW of power 

from the transducer.9 

 To relate force directly to particle radius, a few algebraic manipulations and 

assumptions are necessary.  It is known that pressure or AreaForce /=Ω  and for 

the cross sectional area of a sphere (effective dimension for energy transfer from a 

perpendicular wave).  Thus, from equations (6) and (5), the relations may be coupled and 

reduced, resulting in: 

2rArea π=

 r
c
cP

F E
acoustic 22

2
ρ

πρ
=  (7) 

This shows that the acoustic force scales with particle radius and inversely with media 

density. 

For an inhomogeneous system of solids within a fluid medium, problems exist in 

acoustic movement of particles.  If the particles do not have sufficient variations in density, 

they would not be adequately separated from each other.  Similar conditions exist for 

materials with close relaxation times or similar bulk moduli; a reaction time or compliance to 

an outside force similar to the medium in which the particle is residing would nullify the 

influence of acoustic waves.  Also, cross-sectional area is an essential feature; acoustic 

transference scales linearly with area perpendicular to the incoming waves.10  Therefore, to 

relocate a particle with a small area, an enormous amount of energy is required. 

Furthermore, as acoustic energy increases to move small particles, the risk of bubble 

formation through cavitation increases.  High acoustic energies could also lead to heating of 

the fluid and possible damage to delicate organic components or, in extreme cases, denature 

the very molecules and proteins that are to be studied.  For these reasons, acoustic waves are 

not a chosen means of particle manipulation in this thesis. 

An application outside of mixing is discrete droplet formation and ejection.  A 

technique has been devised for the deposition of organic polymers in precisely metered 

droplet sizes and controlled volumes.11  By utilizing a piezoelectric annular disc clamped to a 

circular plate, AC excitations at 3.5 MHz have produced droplets 5 µm in diameter with a 
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volume of 65 fL.  This technology may be used for selective and precise coatings of micro-

machined components with specified reagents.  By varying the travel speed of the dispenser 

over a construct, the depth of the coating may be controlled. 

ELECTROPHORESIS AND DIELECTROPHORESIS 
Electrophoresis (EP) and dielectrophoresis (DEP) have been used extensively in the 

manipulation of mechanical and biological particles in micro and nano-scale fields. 

Electrophoresis is the attraction of charged particles to an oppositely charged, 

electrically biased electrode.  Of particular interest in biological applications is the inherent 

charge of DNA at a neutral pH.  Because of this charge, DNA will respond directly to the 

electric field.  This technique is very effective at manipulating and trapping particles with an 

intrinsic charge. 

In contrast, dielectrophoresis, named as such by H.A. Pohl in 1978, occurs when there 

is a DC or AC electrical field gradient.12  In the case of DEP, the creation of a non-uniform 

electric field results in a force on any polarizable object whether it is charged or inherently 

neutral.  DEP will be analyzed in the following paragraphs as it relates to micron and sub-

micron scales.  In dielectrophoresis (DEP), particles may be move in two ways: positive DEP 

and negative DEP.  Positive DEP has been recognized since at least 600 BC when Thales of 

Miletus in Turkey noted that rubbed amber attracted small particles.13  Because the amber 

had developed a static charge, resulting in an electric field, the particles were polarized and 

drawn to it due to the non-uniform nature of the field.  This is a classic example of a direct 

current (DC) positive DEP.  An illustration of this process is given in Figure 5.  It is seen in 

the example and nomenclature that positive DEP results in particles moving towards stronger 

electric field regions.  In negative DEP, the particles will move towards weaker electric field 

regions.  Negative DEP is often used for particle “traps” where while an electric field is 

active, particles are drawn to and confined in a given area of low field strength.  In DEP, the 

relative charge and particle size result in movements at different speeds within a given fluid 

medium.  These speed variations allow particles to be sorted or selectively moved within or 

out of the system for more selective sorting or further study. 
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Figure 5. Attraction of polarizable particle via 
positive dielectrophoresis in an inhomogeneous 
electrical field.14“A DEP Primer”  The 
Dielectrophoresis Group. 
<http://www.dielectrophoresis.org> (accessed June 
20, 2004) 

Electrode geometries vary widely – varying geometries create different field sizes, 

shapes, and strengths, thereby suitable for a wide variety of applications.  An example is the 

simple planar electrode seen in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Planar electrode geometries and resulting field.15Ramos, A. and H. 
Morgan et al.  “AC Electrokinetics: a review of forces in microelectrode 
structures.”  Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics 31 (1998): 2338-2353. 

The electric field shown in Figure 6 assumes an infinitely long field, given that the electrode 

is of negligible thickness relative to its length and width; this will in turn allow a constant 

gradient between the electrodes without fringe effects.  Other electrode geometries, as such 
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as polynomial and castellated in Figures 7A and 7B, tend to exhibit fringe effects in the 

electro-magnetic field. 15 

 (A)  (B) 
Figure 7. Polynomial electrodes (A) and castellated electrodes 
(B).15Ramos, A. and H. Morgan et al.  “AC Electrokinetics: a review of 
forces in microelectrode structures.”  Journal of Physics D: Applied 
Physics 31 (1998): 2338-2353. 

The electrode geometry in Figure 7A, known as a quadrupole, has been effective in trapping 

nano-sized beads through negative DEP in the area designated by X.15  In Figure 7B, a typical 

X can be on the order of 5-50 µm. 

Another use of non-uniform fields includes the ability to rotate an object with respect 

to the field.  The induced dipole moment of an object interacts with the electric field to 

produce a given torque: 

EpT
rvv

×=  (8) 

Here, pr is the induced dipole and E
r

 is electric field.  For non-spherical objects such as DNA 

or carbon nanotubes in solution, this may be used to orientate them appropriately.  In the case 

of DNA, such orientation could allow the proper sequencing from the 5-prime or 3-prime 

end.  In the case of a sphere, such orientation would ensure a higher chance of binding to a 

selective site on the sphere by a certain molecule provided spheres have varying surface 

polarizabilities.  Such electrorotation is applied to a situation where the direction of the 

electric field is rotating as a function of time.  An illustration of such a construct is shown in 

Figure 8.  In this example, by biasing certain electrodes (shown here as the dark blue and red 

square/castellated regions along the perimeter of the octagon) with respect to time, particles 

may orientate themselves according to the field imposed; this is analogous to a compass 
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needle following the passage of a magnet as it is moved in a circle.  Particles may be rotated 

at a given speed depending on the AC frequency of the potentials applied to the electrodes. 

 
Figure 8. Method of electro-rotation via selective electrode potentials. 

Particles may also be moved via a series of electrodes set in a row.  This 

configuration contributes to a phenomenon known as traveling wave dielectrophoresis and is 

essential to movement of particles along a path or through a chamber at discrete steps.  An 

example of this phenomenon is found in Figure 9, p. 14.  Phase shifts in the electrode 

activation allow the propagation of dipole fields to move a particle from the left to the right.  

Note that the opposing electrodes are 180° out of phase with each other, thereby contributing 

to coupled forces. 

Another use of dielectrophoresis is the force in field flow fractionation (FFF), a 

technique for general chromatographic separation in chemistry and biology.16  Figure 10, 

p. 14 illustrates this technique.  Depending on the dielectric properties of the particle, they 

will reside at a higher elevation above the inter-digitated electrode fingers.  As the particles 

are levitated/held at a constant distance from the electrodes, they will flow at different rates 

due to the zero-slip conditions at the channel walls.  As a result, particles may be sorted as 

they flow downstream. 
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Figure 9. Traveling wave dielectrophoreis (Traveling DEP). 13Burke, P.J., 
“Nanodielectrophoresis: Electronic Nanotweezers” Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and 
Nanotechnology 6 vols. Ed. Hari Singh Nalwa, March 2004 

 
Figure 10. Field flow fractionation.13Burke, P.J., 
“Nanodielectrophoresis: Electronic Nanotweezers” 
Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 6 
vols. Ed. Hari Singh Nalwa, March 2004 

SUMMARY OF MANIPULATION TECHNIQUES 
 The previous sections summarized the most commonly used methods of micron and 

nano-scale manipulation.  A plot of these techniques equating exerted force relative to 

particle radius is found in Figure 11, p. 15.  It is seen in Figure 11 that the forces exerted 

upon particles of decreasing radii scale the same with optical gradients as well as DEP.  This 
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is because both phenomena depend upon electric field gradients from either electricity (DEP) 

or optics (optical tweezers).  However, it is important to note that while the scales are 

parallel, the magnitudes of forces are greatly disproportional.  DEP may exert much higher 

forces because the transfer of energy is much more efficient and will not be dissipated when 

using a cloudy or opaque medium.  Also, the magnitude of the electrical field gradient is 

much higher in DEP than in optical tweezers.  When analyzing acoustic waves, it is seen that 

the forces do not decrease as rapidly but start at a level much weaker than the previous two 

techniques.  This is largely due to the strict power requirements of 0.5 W maximum placed 

on the device for reasons covered later in this thesis.   

 
Figure 11. Plot of manipulation forces versus particle radius for various manipulation 
techniques. 

In summary, the following scaling laws apply as related to the force upon particle size 

with all other conditions constant: 

• Optical Tweezers scale with R3 

• Acoustic waves scale with R 

• DEP scales with R3 
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Combinations of Techniques 
One might ask why would only one technique be used in a given device?  Table 1, 

p. 16, outlines various combinations of two manipulation techniques and their pros and cons 

of being used together.  Primary refers to the main method of manipulation and trapping 

whereas secondary corresponds to the “fine-tuning” or more precise movement.  A more 

succinct, graphical representation of combining techniques may be found in Figure 12, p. 17. 

Table 1 and Figure 12, respectively pp. 17 and 18, demonstrate many pros and cons 

towards utilizing multiple techniques in sub-micron manipulation.  In particular, for the 

greatest range of particle manipulation with the largest amount of force generated, DEP is the 

most effective means of selective manipulation.  The difficulties in utilizing such a force 

include the increasing magnitude of gradient fields as particle radii decrease.  Table 1 also 

cites selective manipulation of discrete, identical particles by “shaping” the field 

appropriately.  However, as a trap rather than a sub-micron assembler, DEP is more than 

adequate and has been utilized extensively for manipulation in two dimensions.15  It has been 

recognized that there are inherent complications arising from combining multiple techniques 

into a single device.  Furthermore, the analysis and simulation required for multiple 

techniques is far beyond the computational equipment available.  To adequately address and 

realize all forces relevant at the micro-scale, only one means of primary locomotion has been 

chosen here: dielectrophoresis. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

PHYSICS OF PARTICLE MANIPULATION 

As seen in the previous section, optical tweezers and acoustic waves are not efficient 

for both bulk transport of aggregates and subtle manipulation of individual particles at the 

micron and sub-micron scale.  For this reason, the principal modes of controlled particle 

transport in this thesis are electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis.  Therefore, the bulk of the 

force analysis will be focused upon the development of the relevant equations governing the 

opposing forces correlating with their use.  The following sections are divided into two parts: 

constructive forces (those utilized constructively in manipulation) and competing forces 

(those undesirable for accurate manipulation). 

CONSTRUCTIVE FORCES 
 The following section illustrates the forces exerted on the particles that allow for 

specific manipulation and trapping.  These forces are considered predictable and controllable.  

For this reason, they are known as constructive forces in that they are desired features in the 

scope of this thesis.  The forces analyzed are those derived from electrophoresis and 

dielectrophoresis. 

Electrophoresis and Dielectrophoresis 
 Relative to dielectrophoresis, electrophoresis is easier to understand.  For this reason, 

it will be derived first.  As previously mentioned, electrophoresis is accomplished via a 

uniform field and a molecule’s attraction to an opposite charge from the electrodes creating 

that field.  When a potential difference is applied across electrodes, a potential gradient E is 

generated.  This gradient E may be realized as:17 

 dVE /=  (9) 

where V is the applied voltage and d is the distance between the electrodes.  With this 

potential gradient, a force is exerted on the charged particle.  For a particle with a charge of q 

Coulombs, the force is: 
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 EqF =  (10) 

where the force F is in Newtons.  This is the electrostatic force that drives a particle towards 

an electrode.  Force scales directly with particle charge and electric potential.  If the particle 

and electrode charges have the same sign, then the force is opposite in magnitude: the 

particle is repelled from the electrode.  The velocity of the particle through the suspending 

medium will be opposed by the frictional coefficient fD: 

 DfEqv /=  (11) 

where v is the velocity of the particle through the fluid.  Also affecting the force is the 

electrophoretic mobility ς  which is the ratio of the particle velocity to electric potential or 

Ev /=ς .  This mobility is also equal to the net charge of the particle Z divided by the 

frictional coefficient fD: DfZ /=ς .18  As is understood from these equations, particles with 

different sizes, different charges, or different electrophoretic mobilities will separate as they 

travel through a suspending medium and as a result may be sorted.  This is the underlying 

technique of gel electrophoresis, a separation technique used in DNA and protein separation. 

 For particles that are polarizable but do not have an inherent charge, the means of 

exerting forces lies in dielectrophoresis.  The first, and most important equation derived is the 

dielectrophoretic force experienced on a particle of radius r.  First, assume an effective dipole 

of vector moment located within a homogeneous, isotropic dielectric fluid of permittivity dq
v

1ε  utilizing electrodes of infinite dimension.  In such a condition, the dipole would 

experience a non-uniform field with zero fringe effects.  The effective moment  may be 

expressed with the electrostatic potential:

d
v

18 

 2
14 r

rdq
πε

⋅
=Φ

v

 (12) 

where r is the radial vector distance from the center of the dipole; rr = .  It is seen that the 

electrostatic potential is proportional to the inverse square of r.  Therefore, if the dipole is 

small compared to the length scale of the non-uniform field 0E then the force and torque may 

be approximated as follows:18 

 ( ) 0EpF ∇⋅≈  (13) 

 0EpT ×≈  (14) 
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The dipole’s contribution to the electric field cannot induce a force upon itself and hence is 

not included in 0E . 

To extend this analysis to the physical world, imagine replacing the previously 

analyzed dipole with a small dielectric sphere of radius R and permittivity of 2ε in the same 

location.  This particle, with its new permittivity, will perturb the existing electric field.  Seen 

as an electrostatic potential, the perturbation induced is:18 

 
( )

( ) 3
12

0
3

12

2 r
rER

induced εε
εε
+

⋅−
≈Φ  (15) 

Again, it is assumed that the particle radius is small relative to the imposed field – a valid 

assumption in the manipulation of micron and nano-sized particles.  By comparing the 

expressions in (12) and (15), the effective moment may be expressed as: 

 0
3

14 EKRpeff πε≡  (16) 

where ( ) ( 1212 2/ )εεεε +−≡K  known as the Clausius-Mossotti factor.  This factor K not 

only depends on the dielectric properties of the particle and medium, but also on the 

frequency of the applied field.  Equation (16) represents the perturbation field that would 

result from the dielectric sphere for all Rr > .  The final step in realizing the DEP force is to 

substitute (16) into (13): 

 2
01

32 EKRF ∇= επ  (17) 

Looking closely at this relationship, the results of a varying permittivity of the field and 

particle may then be realized.  For example, if 21 εε >

21

 (particle permittivity is greater than 

the medium the particle rests in), then the particle will be attracted to strong electric field 

intensities through positive DEP.  However, if εε < , then the particle will be repelled from 

strong fields (negative DEP).  Under certain conditions, varying the frequency of the 

imposed field can determine whether the particle exhibits positive or negative DEP.  This 

point of inflection is characterized by the frequency at which the polarizability of the particle 

is zero.  It is also noted that the dielectric force is directly related to the volume of the particle 

R3 and the square of the field strength.  Thus, for extremely small particles, very high field 

strengths must be generated for sufficient manipulation.  To account for DEP forces on a 

non-spherical geometry, the corresponding force on a rod-shaped particle is:19 
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 2
01

2

3
EKbaF ∇= επ  (18) 

where a is the radius of the rod and b is the half-length. 

Electro-Rotation 
When a particle is surrounded by a particular number of electrodes with a given 

shape, rotation through usage of a multi-phase AC voltage can induce a rotating electric field.  

This, in turn, can rotate the particle or particles.  An immediate application is to align an 

entire group of particles in a single given direction for reasons mentioned in the applications 

section. 

An example of a rotating multi-phase AC field may be accomplished through the 

simple setup seen in Figure 13.  The values shown on the quadrupole electrodes represent the 

phase of the voltage excitation.  Note that opposing electrodes are 180° out of phase, 

contributing partially to coupled forces in affecting opposite sides of the particle in question. 

 
Figure 13. Rotating multi-phase AC 
Field electrode geometry.18Jones, T.B. 
“Basic Theory of Dielectrophoresis and 
Electrorotation.”  IEEE Engineering in 
Medicine and Biology Magazine, 
(Nov/Dec 2003): 33-42. 

To rotate a field counter-clockwise, the vector phasor form shown in (19) will be 

present on the axis of rotation:18 

 ( ) ( )yjxEyxE ˆˆ, 0 −=  (19) 
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where  and  are orthogonal unit vectors.  With a spherical particle introduced at the 

center of this field, its induced dipole moment will be:

x̂ ŷ
18 

 ( )yjxEKRpeff ˆˆ4 0
3

1 −= &πε  (20) 

This dipole is synchronized with the electric field.  However, it will not align exactly with the 

field but rather lag behind by a phase factor associated with the complex, frequency-

dependent Clausius-Mossotti factor K .  The time-averaged electro-rotational torque is: 

 ( )( ) 2
0

3
1 Im4 EKRT ωπε−=  (21) 

It is seen that the torque depends on the imaginary part of K  which is nonzero only for lossy 

mechanisms (real system exhibiting a non-perfect reaction and polarizability to the induced 

field). 

Traveling Wave DEP 
Traveling wave DEP is an effective means to move particles along a linear or other specified 

path.  An example of such electrode geometry to move a particle in a line is shown in 

Figure 14.  The phasor form of the Laplacian electric field is:18 

 ( ) ( ) )ˆexp(ˆˆ, 0 kyxjkyxjEyxE −−+=  (22) 

Here, k is the wavelength number given by λπ /2=k  and λ is the wavelength imposed by 

the center-to-center electrode spacing plus electrical phasing.18  Following the right-hand 

rule, at any given fixed point, the field polarization is circular and counterclockwise.  A lossy 

particle will experience both x and y-directed dielectrophoretic forces as well as torque.  The 

directional forces have been derived as:18 

 [ ] [ ] 
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It is seen that the x-directed translational force depends on the imaginary parts of the 

complex polarization coefficients and will propel the particle in the positive or negative x 

direction depending on whether [ ])1(Im K  is respectively negative or positive.  Y-directed 

forces will either levitate the particle at a given distance or pull it towards the electrodes 
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depending on whether [ ])1(Re K  is respectively negative or positive.  It is seen again that 

particle forces scale with R3.  The time-averaged torque for a particle experiencing traveling 

wave DEP such as Figure 14 is:18 

 [ ] [ ] 
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22
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0
3

1 KRkKkykERTz πε  (25) 

To solve for different electrode geometries, the equations may be superimposed with the 

electric field components solved via simulation, though conventionally constrained to two 

dimensions due to computational restraints. 

 
Figure 14. Illustration of traveling DEP.18Jones, 
T.B. “Basic Theory of Dielectrophoresis and 
Electrorotation.”  IEEE Engineering in Medicine 
and Biology Magazine, (Nov/Dec 2003): 33-42. 

Often, particles may not have a homogeneous charge density, or conditions may merit 

multiple charge factors traveling radially through the particle.  This case is often found in 

biological particles.  However, these variations are extremely small for the particles analyzed 

through simulation in this thesis and are beyond the scope of the research set forth. 

Transport of Sub-Micron Particles: Microfluidics 
The usage of electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis requires particles to be suspended 

in some conductive fluid.  Often, this fluid is in motion as an additional form of bulk 

transport.  Because of this, it is necessary to discuss incompressible flow to within the micro-

meter regime.  For these analyses, the Navier-Stokes relations will be used.  It is important to 

note, though, that Navier-Stokes analysis is not completely valid below 100 µm due to the 
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rising magnitude of boundary layer thickness to overall channel width.20  However, the 

analysis remains valid in the scale of this thesis with a channel width of ~150-270 µm. 

All liquid motion here is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations for an 

incompressible fluid:21 

 0=⋅∇ v  (26) 

 ( ) gfvpvv
t
v

mEm ρηρ ++∇+−∇=





 ∇⋅+

∂
∂ 2  (27) 

Here, ∇  is the pressure gradient, p η  is the fluid viscosity, v  is velocity,  are the electrical 

forces, and 

Ef

gmρ  is the action due to gravity.  In micro-systems, the Reynolds number (ratio 

of inertial to viscous forces) is typically very small due to velocities being less than 100 

µm/sec and the characteristic dimension l less than 100 µm.  The Reynolds number may be 

calculated as: 

 
( )

η
ρ

η

ρ vl
v

vv mm =
∇

∇⋅
Re~

2
 (28) 

Even for a characteristic dimension of 1000 µm and velocity of 100 µm/second, it can be 

shown that the Reynolds number is well below 0.01 – the critical magnitude to include the 

corresponding term for necessary accuracy in (27).  Hence, the convective term in the 

Navier-Stokes equation may be neglected. 

The propagation of a pressure wave is virtually instantaneous in microfluidics.  After 

some finite time (usually less than 0.01 seconds), a stationary state is reached within the 

environment due, once again, to incompressibility.  As a result, the resulting equation 

governing fluid velocity may be written as: 

 gfvp mE ρη ∆++∇+−∇= 20  (29) 

The change in mass density of the fluid ( mρ∆ ) is almost homogeneous in this thesis because 

the working fluid is essentially water; unless determined otherwise, changes in fluid density 

may be ignored.  The final form of Navier-Stokes incompressible flow seen in (29) is shown 

for illustrative purposes.  A constant velocity field will be utilized, nullifying all other terms 

in this equation and further analysis is unnecessary as it relates to the scope of this thesis.  
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COMPETING FORCES 
At such small scales, there are many forces that can exhibit significant effects not 

seen in the macroscopic world.  These include thermal forces such as Joule heating, 

buoyancy forces, and gravity forces.  Also examined here are the forces exhibited by Stokes 

drag and Brownian motion.  These forces are quantified and deemed relevant or irrelevant to 

the proscribed scale regime within a controlled environment in the following sections. 

Thermal Forces: Joule Heating 
High strength electric fields must be formed for proper control, particularly for 

manipulation of very small particles.  This implies that there is a large power density 

generated in the fluid surrounding the exposed electrode.  Power generation per unit volume, 

in W/m3, is: 

  (30) 2EW σ=

A very rough estimation of the power dissipation would put it in the range of milliwatts – a 

very high amount of power to dissipate in such a small area.  Though normal saline 

(essentially water) has a very high heat capacity, such power dissipation in a small volume 

could conceivably give rise to large temperature increases.  To estimate the internal 

temperature rise, the energy balance equation in (31) must be satisfied: 

 ( ) 22 ETkTv
t
Tc pm σρ +∇=






 ∇⋅+

∂
∂  (31)  

where cp is the specific heat (at a constant pressure), mρ  is the fluid density, v is the velocity, 

σ is the electrical conductivity of the fluid, T is temperature, and k is the thermal 

conductivity of the fluid.  For simplicity, a constant thermal conductivity must be assumed; 

this is a valid assumption as the temperature range is not extreme within the bulk fluid, 

though there will be localized temperature gradients. 

A steady state temperature will usually be reached within ~0.1 seconds, depending on 

the conductivity k of the fluid.  To calculate the time order for steady state temperature to be 

reached, the relationship in (32) may be used: 

  (32) klct pm /2ρ=

For a microfluidic saline system with characteristic length l of 500 µm, the steady state 

temperature may be reached in the order of 0.002 seconds (assuming cp of 4.186 joule/gram, 
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density of 1000 kg/m3, and k = 0.6062 W/(meters-Kelvin).  The thermal conductivity, k, is 

dependent upon the sum of the conducting properties of all electrolytes in the solution.  A 

more precise value may be obtained from with i referring to the different ions in the buffer:22 

 ∑
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n

i h

Aii
b

i
r
Ncz

k
1

2

6
1

πη
 (33) 

whereη  is viscosity, zi is the effective charge of the ions, ci is the concentration of the ions, 

is the hydrodynamic radius of the individual ions, and N
ihr A is Avogadro’s constant.  In 

normal saline, the ionized compound is sodium chloride, with sodium possessing a charge of 

+1 and chlorine, -1.  Thus, the conductivity would be 11.6 S/m (Siemens/meter), assuming a 

fully dissolved solute with a weight-to-volume ratio of 0.9%.23  However, to ensure a wider 

variety of solutions and any conductivity variations, a smaller constant value will be used in 

experimental simulations. 

Within a micro-system, the role of heat convection relative to heat diffusion is small.  

This may be observed by calculating the Peclet number: 

 
kt

lvc
Pe p ρ

=  (34) 

For the system previously described in (32) with a velocity of 100 µm/second, the Peclet 

number is approximately 0.000349.  As a result, the left side of the temperature distribution 

relation in (31) reduces to zero.  The temperature equation is thus Poisson’s equation, using 

Joule heating as the energy source: 

 22 ETk σ−=∇  (35) 

The conductivity σ  is expected to be inversely proportional to viscosity; in turn, this 

viscosity is temperature-dependent.  Within the narrow temperature range suitable for 

biological applications, the varying hydrodynamic radii  of the solutes are negligible; 

hence, the effective charge dependence upon temperature is not necessary.

ihr
22  Conductivity is 

expected to increase by approximately 1.9% per degree Celsius of increase in the buffer 

temperature, and is considered linear for the narrow temperature range of this experiment.22  

Permittivity also changes with temperature, though to a lesser degree (pun not intended), 

decreasing by 0.4% per degree Celsius of temperature increase.22 
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Heat generation will occur uniformly from each individual electrode with identical 

absolute potentials within the fluid; however, there will be a temperature gradient dependent 

upon the distance from the electrodes.  For the proposed setup, the channel has a rectangular 

cross section, with a width wch much larger than its depth dch.  The relative temperature 

change across the depth of the channel may be found using:22 
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where twall is the thickness of the channel wall and kwall is the thermal conductivity of the 

wall.  It is important to note that as the temperature increases, the viscosity decreases.  In 

saline (as most Newtonian fluids), it is known that viscosity is inversely proportional to 

thermal conductivity.  Thus, temperature will increase more rapidly in areas of lower 

viscosity.  Hence, more heat is generated in warmer regions due to increased conductivity 

and may exhibit “auto thermal runaway” as the Joule heating gets larger than the heat 

transfer to the surroundings at some critical voltage.  Values for this voltage have been 

calculated for a capillary system.22 

Joule heating is temperature dependent, but at higher frequencies its effect may be 

held at steady state.22  Traditionally, it was believed that Joule heating was a major factor in 

the realm of microfluidics.  When uncontrolled, Joule heating is most significant in capillary 

electrophoresis (CE) systems.22  However, it is now known that this can be partially 

managed.  The process of thermostatically controlling the microsystems can allow up to 

10 times more power to the system without boiling the fluid medium; this corresponds to 

tripling of the field strength.22  However, such a system requires a working cooling fluid, 

thereby increasing both the size and cost of a device.  An alternative is reducing the heat 

transferred to the fluid by utilizing the casing of the device as a heat sink.  Building a device 

on a glass substrate will allow some heat to be transferred to the substrate instead of the 

working fluid. 

Joule heating forces may be utilized in a partially constructive manner.  Imagine that 

particles are suspended in a homogeneous manner.  Joule heating, through virtue of elevating 

the temperature of the working fluid, increases the conductivity of the medium.  This, in turn, 

allows more heat to be generated.  More generated heat decreases the viscosity of the fluid 

and therefore also decreases the resistance of particle movement; this allows decreased 
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trapping times from reduced friction and higher diffusion constants.  However, in terms of 

discrete manipulation, Joule heating will still be considered as a competing force in sub-

micron mechanics. 

Gravity and Buoyancy Forces 
Buoyancy forces are a byproduct of generated thermal forces from high field 

gradients.  They may be realized through the relation given in (37): 
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where ρm is the fluid medium density, T is the absolute temperature, k/σ  is the electrical-to-

thermal conductivity ratio, V is the applied voltage, and θ is the angle relative to the direction 

of fluid motion (dependent upon electrode orientation).  This relation implies that if the 

electrodes lie parallel to fluid motion, rather than under or above, there is no buoyancy force 

experienced by the fluid.  To relate this to a more general form:21 

 ( )gvF mpg ρρ −=  (38) 

where g is the acceleration from gravity (9.80665m/s2) and v is the volume of the particle.  

For a spherical particle, the magnitude of the velocity induced by a gravitational field is:21 
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Using experimental results for magnitudes of density where mp ρρ −  is on the order of pρ , 

the magnitude of the gravitational velocity may be estimated as:21 
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The empirical correction factor, of 0.2, will be smaller as particle densities become closer to 

zero as demonstrated by experimental data. 21 

From inspection of equations (38) and (39), it may be determined that gravitational 

and buoyancy forces both decrease as the particle density approaches that of the medium 

( 0→− mp ρρ ), and as the radius of the particle decreases.  From (40), the velocity 

component decreases with the square of particle radius a.  From (38), it is seen that 
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gravitational forces decrease linearly with the volume of the particle.  Thus, there are 

decreasing forces on two fronts with respect to particle size. 

Further consideration of eliminating the gravitational force component includes 

evaluating densities of particles close to that of the conductive medium.  As previously 

mentioned, the experimental medium is normal saline with a density of ~1.00 g/mL.  

Typically, charged latex spheres used in dielectrophoretic manipulation have a density of 

~1.05 g/cm3.24  Thus, the difference in densities is only 5% and hence a second part of (38) 

tends towards zero.  These multiple factors provide evidence that for particles between 

100 nm and 2 µm in radius, gravitational forces/buoyancy forces tend to zero and do not have 

an appreciable influence on the manipulation of particles in this size regime. 

Stokes Forces 
As a particle moves through a medium, there will be a reactionary force along its 

surface due to frictional forces; these impedances are known as Stokes forces.  Again, for this 

analysis it will be assumed that the particle is a sphere.  Movement of a spherical particle 

within a medium under Stokes forces may be realized through:21 

 ( ) Fvu
dt
dumFtotal +−−== γ  (41) 

Here, m is the particle mass, u is the particle velocity, and v is the fluid velocity; the quantity 

( vu −− )γ  is the drag force where γ is the friction factor of the particle within the medium.  

The reactionary force F goes to zero when the particle and fluid are moving at the same 

speed in the same direction.  For a sphere, the friction factor is aπηγ 6=  where a is particle 

radius and η  is the viscosity of the medium.21  An illustration of various friction factor 

values relating to particle radius is seen in Figure 15, p. 31, demonstrating the rapidly 

decreasing factor of Stokes drag with decreasing particle radius. 

Under constant force F and fluid velocity v the particle velocity is found to be:21 

 ( )

γγ
γ FveFvuu tm ++








−−= − /

0  (42) 

where u is the initial velocity of the particle.  The characteristic time of acceleration, 0

γτ /ma = , is typically less than the period of observation. 
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Figure 15. Stokes friction force versus particle radius. 

For a spherical particle with mass density pρ , 
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a .  For cells and sub-micron 

particles, this equation yields times of less than 10-6 seconds.  Therefore, for observations 

longer than this time, a particle may be assumed to always move at its terminal velocity: 

 
γ
Fvu +=  (43) 

In other words, particle velocity is the fluid velocity plus external forces divided by the 

friction factor.  The friction factor becomes negligible at the low radii analyzed in this thesis. 

Brownian Motion 
Not all forces acting upon a particle are derived from outside influence.  Such forces 

include a non-deterministic force known as Brownian motion.  These forces are random and 

cannot be predicted in the conventional sense.  While the phenomenon of Brownian motion 

has greater magnitudes at the sub-micron level, its effects can still be accounted for.  It is 

known that the minimal dielectrophoretic force necessary to induce movement of sub-micron 

particles is in the sub-piconewton range.15  An example is the movement of a tobacco mosaic 

virus, rod-shaped at 300 nm long and 18 nm in radius.  Observable movement was noted with 

forces on the order of 10-15 N.19  A simple point-point electrode configuration with an electric 

field on the order of 106 V/m would be necessary to move the virus.  To account for these 

forces, a time-averaged value must be taken.  Because the forces are random, there is an 
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equal chance of the particle moving and be subjected to forces in any direction at a given 

time.  Hence, the average movement of a particle undergoing Brownian motion is zero.  A 

particle suspended in a medium will experience irregular motion of molecules in the liquid, 

thereby imparting random forces on the suspended particle.  These irregular collisions over 

time will follow a Gaussian profile with a mean squared displacement of: 

 Dtx 2
2

=∆  (44) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient.  For the analyzed spherical particle with radius a, the 

diffusion coefficient is found by: 

 
a

Tk
D b

πη6
=  (45) 

where is the Boltzmann constant (1.3806503 × 10bk -23 m2 kg s-2 K-1).  For now, the 

derivation will not be focused on forces exerted upon the particle but rather its deviation 

from an expected point in space.  For this reason, its equation of motion must be realized; 

this may be determined as the sum of three parts: the acceleration force, the friction force 

(from the previous section on Stokes forces) and the randomizing force.  Balancing these 

forces results in the Langevin equation:25 

 )(tFvf
dt
vdm r+−=  (46) 

where m is the particle’s mass, f is the friction factor from Stokes drag, and )(tF r  is the 

randomizing force due to Brownian motion.  Solving this equation results in a Gaussian 

probability distribution of the particle with velocity v at time t.  Discrete particle 

displacements over a short time span are uniform with dependence on t.  However, for longer 

intervals, the displacement depends on t  and is given by fkTD /= .15  The transition from 

directional (varying with t) to random (varying with t

0

) depends on the mass of the particle 

and the viscosity of the suspending medium, given by t fm /= .26  Experimental results 

suggest that for a colloidal particle with radius of 50 nm, this transition time is on the order 

of 10-8 seconds – very fast relative to the designed system.26 

This time scale of 10-8 seconds is much faster than the effective trapping and 

manipulation apparatus designed later in this thesis; a means of moving particles subjected to 

Brownian motion in real-time is found in Appendix A.  Because of the extremely brief time-
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scale, random motion must be assumed.  However, it is noted that since motion is random, 

the time-averaged displacement is zero.  Therefore, defining a threshold force for Brownian 

motion would solve the Langevin equation and assess the probability of a particle being 

within a certain region after a given time. 

To determine the location probability distribution of a particle of given size, a 

uniform force is applied that will affect the selected object.  This external force will shift the 

center of the Gaussian profile in the direction of the force field.  With the center of the 

Gaussian distribution as x , after a short time the displacement will be xx ∆+ .  After time 

, the displacement of the profile from its original center from the imposed uniform force 

will be: 

t∆

 t
a

Fx ∆=∆
πη6

 (47) 

This equation accounts for the Stokes drag forces.  The probability of finding a particle at the 

position xx ∆+  is determined by (44) where the uncertainty is dependent upon the Gaussian 

profile.  To place it outside of this profile (ie: three standard deviations from the mean), an 

observable deterministic force must be established.  For those three deviations, this 

uncertainty is ( ) 2/123 Dtx >∆ .  Solving this, it has been found that a 282 nm diameter bead 

and observation time of 1 second will require a force of 1.4*10-14 N to note deviation from 

expected movement.  After 10 seconds of observation, the force drops to 4.7*10-15 N.  Thus, 

it is seen that longer observations require less deterministic force but there is a limit to how 

long one would observe particles; longer observations may allow for smaller force 

applications but this duration quickly becomes excessive (a force of 1.4*10-18 N would take 

three years to notice).15  To predict where a collection of particles would be after a given 

time, the particle-conservation equation is:15 

 TJnv
t
n

⋅−∇=∇⋅+
∂
∂  (48) 

where n is the number of particles per unit volume.  In (48), TJ  is the total flux, including 

diffusion, sedimentation (flux due to gravity), and DEP fluxes: 

 DEPgDT JJJJ ++=  (49) 
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where nDJ D ∇−= , 
a

FnJ g
g

πη6
= , and 

a
FnJ DEP

DEP
πη6

= .  Again, these are for spherical 

particles and account for Stokes drag forces.  The plot seen in Figure 16 reveals the relative 

magnitude of these phenomena.  The constants used in this plot include the following: 

• A particle concentration of 1000 parts/m3 

• A particle concentration gradient of 107 mol/m4 

• DEP constants as previously determined 

 
Figure 16. Brownian Motion Flux Components and total flux (log scale). 

It is seen in Figure 16 that the sedimentary flux, as previously derived as a gravity 

force, is negligible and hardly contributes to the total flux.  The dominant term is DEPJ which 

is utilized and controlled as a constructive force.  The term gJ representing sedimentation 

flux tends towards zero as previously determined from the gravity force derivations.  The 

diffusion force is a reaction towards an increase in concentration near the base of a container 

from particles falling out of solution.  Because the sedimentation force is almost zero, the 

derived diffusive flux is also very small; for this reason, it is not shown on the logarithmic 

plot scale as its values range from –5E-11 to –2.5E-6.  The total flux may be seen in 

Figure 16 and it is noted that flux decreases as particle radius decreases. 

For particle conservation, there must be a net flux of zero: 

 0
6

=+∇−
a

FnnD DEP

πη
 (50) 
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Solving this first-order equation in (50) for n, the Boltzmann expression is found in terms of 

the dielectrophoretic potential energy, ( )[ ] 23 Re2 RMSmDEP EKa ωπε−=U :15 
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If the U  force is equal and opposite of the thermal energy kT , 99% of particles will be 

trapped within the radius when: 

DEP

 01.0exp =













−

kT
U DEP  (52) 

Experimental results allow substitution of ( ) 5.0−=ωK ; for a 282 nm bead the electric field 

E must be 5.6*104 V/m to adequately control the particle.15 

Summary of Force Relations 
The effect of micron and sub-micron forces varies depending on the nature of the 

derived force.  The forces may be compared side-by-side given some assumptions.  In 

Figure 17, p. 36, the following assumptions have been made: 

•  is constant at 4.08E20 m-kg2
0E∇ 2/s6A2 

• Particles are latex spheres with a density of 1.05 g/cm3 and refractive index of 1.5 

• Permittivity of the fluid is 2.55 F/m 

• The Clausius-Mossotti factor is constant at –0.5 

A log scale was used to show the relative magnitude of force differences.  Joule heating is 

considered but is not a force relating directly in scale to particle radius but rather the 

electromagnetic field.  For this reason, it will be covered later in simulation and will not be 

considered a relevant force for trapping efficiency.  Stokes friction does not decrease as 

quickly as other forces but at the low particle velocities of 1 mm/sec and small particle size, 

it is not an appreciable force.  Brownian motion, while not predictable for an infinitesimal 

period of time, may be addressed by utilizing a time-averaged velocity derived from the 

particles diffusion constant.  An ambient temperature of 25˚C was assumed with local 

acceleration effects due to gravity.  Mass was calculated again for a sphere with the density 
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Figure 17. Plot comparing quantifiable competing forces versus particle radius 
with assumed constants. 

of 1.05 g/cm3.  Buoyancy forces, while dominant at larger particle radii (on the order of 1 cm 

or higher), decrease the most rapidly and are not a factor in sub-micron manipulation. 

In summary, the equation of motion for micron and nano-sized components may be 

realized as: 

 ( ) ( )BrownianGravityBuoyancyStokesThermalNSDEPnet FFFFFFF
dt
dvmF ++++−+==  (53) 

It has been determined that  is a relevant force for higher-powered devices, and even  

using +/-5 VDC.  For this reason, it will remain a considered force.  Also, it has been 

determined that as particle radius decreases, as does .  Furthermore, it has 

been noted that  may be coupled into  and .   Removing the forces that 

are determined to be negligible, and incorporating  into the remaining force summaries, 

the final terms are: 

ThermalF

0→GravityF

StokesF

BuoyancyF

ThermalF BrownianF

StokesF

 ( ) ( BrownianThermalNSDEPnet FFFF
dt
dvmF +−+== ) (54) 

For particle motion to be controllable, the right side of (54) must be greater than zero.  To 

determine if manipulation is possible using the equations developed in this chapter, (54) must 
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be combined with the relevant force equations.  An illustration of the net force as related to 

particle radius is found in Figure 18. 

 

(A) 

 

(B) 

Figure 18. (A) shows net forces accounting for DEP and competing 
sub-micron phenomena (log scale).  (B) shows forces derived under 
normal conditions with a field strength reduced to 4E16 – the net 
force is greater than zero for particle radii even below 100 nm. 

Figure 18A takes into account even greater competing forces, with contributing 

competing factors increased, to account for maximum errors in manipulation.  The following 

conditions have been exaggerated for a worst-case scenario: 

•  is constant at 4.00E11 m-kg2
0E∇ 2/s6A2 (a decrease of nine orders of magnitude or 

10E-8% of the original ∇ magnitude) 2
0E

• Particles have the density of iron at 7.874 g/cm3 without the ferromagnetic attraction 
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• Particle velocity relative to fluid is 1 m/s (for Stokes friction force) 

For particles to remain confined to a set point with a net velocity of zero, the minimal 

condition must be satisfied: 

 ( ) ( )BrownianThermalNSDEP FFFF +≥+  (55) 

Hence, as evidenced in Figure 18, it is seen that the net force is greater than zero for all 

particle radii greater than 500 nm.  The sub-micron forces contribute, but not appreciably to 

overcome the DEP force, even over most of the range of this enormously exaggerated plot.  

With more realistic values, demonstrated in Figure 18B, the net force is many orders of 

magnitude greater than seen in Figure 18A and easily overcomes competing sub-micron 

forces.  With these conditions satisfied, micron and sub-micron manipulation is achieved. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUB-MICRON MANIPULATOR CHIP DESIGN 

This chapter discusses the design steps of deriving the 3-dimensional sub-micron 

manipulator device design as well as how the device may be microfabricated using two 

separate processes. 

SUB-MICRON MANIPULATOR CHIP DESIGN 
The geometrical properties, dimensional parameters, and end-function of the device 

were derived through a series of design iterations.  The final design of the 3-dimensional 

trapping chamber arose from observed DEP field effects, realistic micromachining 

technologies, and current market need for such a device.  A detailed progression of the initial 

to final designs may be found in Appendix B.  Presented here is an overview of the final 

design iterations. 

It was necessary to fashion a device that would be able to trap particles at various 

steps within a fluid pathway but not become clogged from accumulations of said particles.  

This was realized in the design seen in Figure 19, p. 40, showing lighter positively charged 

electrodes with dark, negatively charged ones.  These induce a uniform field, thereby 

drawing or repelling particles through coupled forces to the edges of the chamber.  Trapping 

in the center is possible via a uniform negative electrode voltage bias (ie: for trapping DNA 

with a negative charge).  Of great asset to this design were the fringe electric fields exhibited 

by the many electrodes.  This conception led, in turn, to a larger scale design that could 

accommodate many different fluidic channels, seen in Figure 20, p. 40. Rows of electrodes 

could manipulate particles three dimensions, assisted by fluid flow.  However, the excessive 

number of elements created modelling problems and would also prove difficult to fabricate.  

It was necessary, though, to preserve the fringe-field effects of the electrodes.  Figure 21, 

p. 41, led to the final basic design. 
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Figure 19. Selective three-dimensional 
manipulator with fringe fields.  The electrodes are 
alternately biased as shown for coupled electrical 
charges. 

 
Figure 20. Electrode geometry favoring fringe electric fields with 
multiple channels.
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Figure 21. Final basic design with extended three-dimensional 
castellated electrodes.  E1 – E6 are electrodes biased in steps bringing 
particles from the base of the device to the top (transport distance of 
500 µm). 

Named FETCh (Functionally Extended Trapping Chamber), the device seen in 

Figure 21 will have a final dimension of 50 by 50 mm with a height of 500 µm; the total 

sample across all rows will be 1.25 mL.  Though the illustration seen in Figure 21 only 

reveals a small representative portion of the full device, this design can effectively orientate 

and transport particles from the base to the collecting chamber through a combination of fluid 

flow, electrophoresis, and dielectrophoresis.  Solution with the sample particles or molecules 

to be trapped is introduced to the many fluid channels via bulk flow; these channels filter out 

desired particles in parallel and deliver them through a “conveyor belt” of extruded 

castellated electrodes (with the desired fringe electric fields) to the collecting chamber on the 

top.  These electrodes may be biased independently depending on the known charge of 

particles within a trap, or to selectively capture some charged particles and allow others to be 

washed away.  The illustrated colors represent possible imposed biases: red (lighter) is 

positive and blue (darker) is negative.  The manner in which the biased electrodes are 
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staggered gives rise to DEP forces; coupled electrodes with a bias directly across (no change 

in Z height) are ideal for electrophoresis traps.  The alternating potentials shown “couple” to 

a charged particle and would bring it to the top of the chamber where it could pass through 

the shown vias. 

The top collecting chamber utilizes the illustrated flat electrodes as an effective 

electrophoretic trap that forces all particles to adhere or remain close to the substrate through 

their oppositely charged fields until the desired washing occurs.  After washing, the electric 

potential is released and the resulting particles may be collected.  Periodic washing and re-

introduction of the fluid within the device would lead to a highly concentrated solution with 

the desired micron and nano-sized particle components. 

PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION 

The feasibility of FETCh has been proven in theory; however, a design is worthless if 

it cannot be physically constructed.  Set forth in this section is a step-by-step process on how 

to construct the device utilizing current MEMS technologies.  The illustrations portray a unit 

cell version of the device for the sake of relative scale.  By increasing the size of the masks 

used, the full size device measuring 50 by 50 mm and a height of approximately 500 µm, 

may be realized. 

The device’s purpose is a trapping chamber to collect and concentrate sample to be 

finally collected in the top chamber.  The design was accomplished through CoventorWare 

2005, a MEMS layout simulation software package. 

By remaining loyal to the adage “from the bottom up,” FETCh may be created from a 

simple series of planar deposition, photoresists, and masks – the same photolithography used 

for decades in electrical circuit fabrication.  The following materials are used: 

• Silicon substrate (base) 

• Silicon dioxide (non-conducting material for insulation) 

• Platinum (easily deposited through electron-beam evaporation, highly conductive 
material) 

• Polyimide (easily deposited, easily washed material with excellent dielectric 
properties and high inherent ductility) 
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The methods used for deposition and etchings are simple planar fills and straight (isometric) 

cuts.  Because the materials used are of a random (amorphous) nature, there should be no 

complications with vertical cuts. 

The following points may be used to construct a full-scale device: 
• Beginning with a simple substrate base of silicon (the material traditionally used in 

MEMS), a planar fill of silicon dioxide is grown on this wafer to serve as the first 
layer of electrical insulation. 

• A selective mask is applied and after exposure to light, the positive photoresist 
materials (that is, those exposed to light) are washed away. 

• Next, the first layer of the wall supporting the electrodes is deposited.  This layer is 
10 µm thick, and is again given a selective mask to provide the desired shape of 50 
µm wide. 

• The platinum electrodes are then applied at a thickness of 50 µm with their geometry 
of castellated bodies at 20 µm resolution for a total width of 60 µm via direct 
sputtering deposition; another mask is applied to remove the undesired areas. 

• A polyimide layer is applied to fill the area voided by the undesired electrode layer.  
The purpose of this layer is to serve as a support for the next wall layer of silicon 
dioxide. 

• The previous 3 processes are repeated until eight electrode depositions and nine wall 
depositions have been formed. 

• After a final polyimide layer is deposited, a cap with a series of vias holes is 
deposited with a thickness of 25 µm, again with silicon dioxide. 

• Another layer utilizing the wall mask, though with a different thickness of 50 µm, is 
laid to form the boundaries and height of the collecting chamber. 

• To pull the charged particles into this chamber through electrophoresis, a series of 
planar electrodes are deposited, again with the metal platinum but with a thickness of 
only 10 µm. 

• Finally, the last polyimide layer is deposited as well as the top cap of the 
chamber/FETCh device. 

• After the final photoresist wash to remove all polyimide is complete, the device is 
ready for use. 

Illustrations of the methods of fabrication and the final device are included in Figure 22 

through Figure 26, pp. 44 – 48.  As demonstrated, a unit cell of a full-scale device is 

manufactured through a multi-process assembly.  However, this thesis also seeks to develop 

a simple method to fabricate this trap on a much more basic scale.  The following section 

outlines such a method. 
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Figure 22. Device fabrication process for full 500 µm three-dimensional trapping. 
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Figure 23. Photoresist masks for relevant device geometries. 
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Figure 24. Isometric view of FETCh before polyimide wash. 

 
Figure 25. FETCh after washing polyimide layers away, isometric 
view. 
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Figure 26. FETCh after washing polyimide layers away, front view.  The complete 
array of electrodes for trapping and moving particles from the bottom up into the 
collecting chamber are clearly seen. 

ELEMENTARY CONSTRUCTION –THE POLYMUMPS PROCESS 
The Multi-User MEMS Processes (MUMPS®) is a process that simultaneously 

manufacturers many user’s devices on a single silicon wafer.  Because there are several 

different designs on this wafer, strict guidelines have been imposed for the manufacturing 

process as well as a limit on the number of layers allowed.  This uniform procedure allows 

for rapid and relatively inexpensive prototype designs to be fabricated for “proof of concept”.  

PolyMUMPS allows for a maximum of seven layers to be created with an additional metal 

layer added at the end.  The following process outlines the manufacturing steps, deposition 

layers, and methods of manufacturing for the generalized MUMPS setup. 
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Manufacturing FETCh in MUMPS 
 Similar to the prior, more complex design, this manufacturing process consists of a 

series of depositions, masks, selective etching, and washes.  The following points outline the 

fabrication process: 

• The first deposition is a 600 nm blanket of low-stress silicon nitride deposited via 
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). 

• The next layer is a 500 nm blanket of polysilicon.  Following this, lithography is done 
to shape the first polysilicon layer and wash away anything exposed to the UV light. 

• Next is the first of the oxide masks called an Anchor mask.  These masks are 
patterned universally across the entire wafer but are not used in the FETCh design.  
For this reason, though the mask is available, the total area is etched away in a net 
deposition of zero. 

• Following this blank mask is an oxide deposition.  However, this layer is also not 
used and is stripped away using the same Anchor. 

• The same goes for the next masks – though selective and available, they are not 
selectively deposited on the design. 

• Following these masks is another deposition of polysilicon with a thickness of 2 µm.  
This deposition is again exposed with a positive mask to wash away any material not 
wanted. 

• Following this are two more unused layers, an oxide deposit, and two more masks 
that are used in the PolyMUMPS process but not in this design. 

• The final polysilicon layer is deposited with a thickness of 1.5 µm and shaped with a 
positive mask, followed by an unused mask. 

• After this, 500 nm of gold is evaporated onto the exposed surfaces and patterned with 
a mask. 

• A final unused mask and a wash of 49% hydrofluoric acid solution for approximately 
2 minutes (to remove any remaining oxide layers) completes the PolyMUMPS 
version of the design. 

The complete process as built in CoventorWare may be seen in Figure 27, p. 49.  Masks too 

were modified to accommodate the reduced number of layers available for concept 

fabrication.  The overlaying mask layouts are seen in Figure 28 and 29, pp. 50 – 51. The final 

design after the hydrofluoric acid wash may be seen in Figure 30, p. 52.  Figure 30 illustrates 

an attempt using additional polysilicon layers to try to distance the electrodes in a similar 

three-dimensional fashion to the prior, more complicated design.  However, in Figure 30, the 

layer thickness has been exaggerated by a factor of 100.  The actual device, scaled 

appropriately with an X and Y dimension of 1 by 1 mm, appears in Figure 31, p. 52. 
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Figure 27. Adapted FETCh design using PolyMUMPS process. 
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Figure 28. FETCh adapted masks for PolyMUMPS. 
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Figure 29. FETCh masks, individual presentation. 
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Figure 30. Isometric view of FETCh, exaggerated Z-axis. 

 

 

 
Figure 31. FETCh using PolyMUMPS to scale, isometric view. 

Because the design in Figure 31 is limited to three very thin layers, establishing a 

three-dimensional structure requires a small amount of innovation.  By replicating this design 

a second time, this second piece may serve as the top of a collecting chamber.  An illustration 

of this is found in Figure 32, p. 53. 
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Figure 32. Replicated top (partial transparency) with offset electrodes for DEP 
fields. 

Seen in Figure 32, the design is simple to replicate.  Offset electrodes in the Y direction 

contribute to formation of non-uniform electromagnetic fields.  Also, it is easy to offset the 

placement of the entire top or bottom of the device in the X direction, further increasing the 

non-uniformity of the fields.  Wire traces with contact tabs have also been designed into the 

device.  The user per their particle separation or voltage requirements may determine the 

distance that the units are packaged apart.  However, this design has already been submitted 

for microfabrication at an external MEMS foundry (MEMSCAP – www.memsrus.com).  

Figure 33, p. 54, reveals its place on a 1 cm by 1 cm die area that includes other designs from 
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the SDSU MEMS Research Group.  The device will be tested and characterized by future 

researchers as an extension of this thesis. 

 
Figure 33. PolyMUMPS FETCh design on 1 cm2 substrate.  100 individual 
machines are seen, including accelerometers, protein chips, cell-phone 
switches, micropumps, and many others. 
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CHAPTER 6 

QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF  

SUB-MICRON FORCES 

Analyses of electric field strengths, relative concentrations, electrophoretic and 

dielectrophoretic forces, and transport via electrokinetics are discussed in the following 

pages.  The geometries investigated are horizontal electrodes, vertical electrodes, paired 

electrodes with identical potentials, paired electrodes with opposite potentials, staggered 

electrodes with identical potentials, and staggered electrodes with opposite potentials all at 

micron scales.  Figure 34 illustrates the dimensions for a typical model. 

 
Figure 34. Dimension scale in microns.  Electrodes are 20 µm from 
edges of unit cell, staggered 50 µm in the Z and Y-axes, and 150 
µm apart in the X-axis. 

Figure 35, p. 56, reveals an illustration of various geometries and electrode biases.  

These varying geometries illustrate varying DC induced forces of electrophoresis (paired 

electrodes lying in the same plane) and dielectrophoresis (staggered electrodes lying in 

different planes).  The relative locations of the electrodes determine whether the  
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Figure 35. Electrode geometries used in this section. 

electromagnetic field is uniform (electrophoresis) or non-uniform with gradients 

(dielectrophoresis).  All simulations were performed in Comsol Multiphysics Software 

version 3.2. 

VARIATION OF ELECTRODE GEOMETRIES – 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSES IN ELECTROPHORESIS 

In this section, results of concentration variation at varying points in different 

geometries will be analyzed.  Solutions have been calculated over a time period of 1 second – 

the time determined from quantitative results to reach a steady-state condition.  Constants 

utilized in the multiphysics model of DC media and electrokinetic transports are seen in 

Table 2.  The models analyzed are outlined in Table 3. 

Table 2. Constants Used in Comsol 3.2 DC Media and Electrokinetic Transport 
Constant Electrode 

Potential 
Electrode 
Spacing 

Medium 
Conductivity 

Particle 
Reactivity 

Particle 
Charge 

Diffusion 
Coeff. 

Initial 
Concentration 

Medium 
Potential 

Value ±5 VDC 150 µm 1.5 S/m 0 -1 

(DNA) 

1E-8 m2/s 1 mol/m3 Floating 
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Table 3. Analyzed Model Geometries and Potentials 
Geometry Normal Horizontal Staggered Horizontal Normal Vertical Staggered Vertical 

Potential charges Paired / Opposite Paired / Opposite Paired / Opposite Paired / Opposite 

 

In Table 3, “paired” corresponds to electrodes having identical potentials to their 

mate across from them (X-axis).  “Opposite” means that though the potential is equal in 

magnitude, it has the opposite sign (ie: +5 and –5 V).  The relevant geometries and analyzed 

locations are illustrated in the following sections.  For these models, several assumptions 

have been made.  These include no reactions at the electrodes and electro-neutrality of the 

normal saline solution to the imposed fields and charges.  The relatively low voltages in these 

tests should prove innocuous to the tests as seen in previous literature.13,15,19 

 To simulate real-world conditions, a series of boundary conditions were established 

using the modules of conductive media DC, electrokinetic flow, and convection and 

conduction.  Table 4 lists the boundary conditions for each analyzed module. 

Table 4. Subdomain and Boundary Conditions for Utilized Modules 

Conductive Media DC 
(dominant module) 

Electrokinetic flow 
(concentration migration) 

Convection and 
Conduction 

(Thermal forces) 
( ) j

e QV =−∇⋅∇− Jσ  

( )( )( )298.15-T0.019+1 ⋅⋅= wσσ
 

0=jQ  (A/m3 current source) 

0=eJ  (A/m2 external current 
source) 

0=⋅ Jn  (electric insulation, all 
exterior surfaces) 

0VV =  (electric potential, all 
electrode surfaces) 

 

( )

cR

VFczucD
t
c

mts

∇⋅−

=∇−∇−⋅∇+
∂
∂

u

δ

0=⋅ Nn

uN cVFczucD m

; 

+∇−∇−=  

c = concentration, initial value of 1 mol/m3 at 
all regions 

D = 1.8E-8 m2/s (isotropic diffusion 
coefficient) 

R = 0 mol/(m3*s) (reaction rate) 
um = 1E-13 s*mol/kg (mobility) 
u, v, w = x, y, and z velocities (all zero) 
V = V (potential, coupled with Conductive 

Media module) 
 

( ) 021 =−⋅ NNn

ii cD

; 

iiimii cVFcuz uNi +∇−∇−=
 (continuity, all electrode faces) 

 

( )

TCQ

Tk
t
TC

p

pts

∇⋅−

=∇−⋅∇+
∂
∂

uρ

ρδ  

tsδ =time scaling coefficient 
(1) 
k = thermal conductivity 
ρ  = density 

pC  = heat capacity 
2
DCw EQ σ=  = heat source 

u = x, y, z velocities (0) 
0=⋅ qn

q Tk
; 

uTC pρ+∇−=  

(thermal insulation, all exterior 
surfaces) 

0TT =  
(initial temperature for 

electrode surfaces, 298.15 
K) 
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Normal Horizontal Electrodes 
The “normal” in “Normal Horizontal Electrodes” corresponds to a geometry where 

electrodes lie directly across from each other and are not translated in space relative to their 

“pair” on the opposite side of the channel.  The normal horizontal electrode geometry is 

illustrated in Figure 36. 

 
Figure 36. Normal horizontal electrodes, paired potentials showing 
concentration (mol/m3) at T=1. 

The areas of white seen in this and the following illustrations correspond to discontinuities in 

the meshing element size for finite element analysis.  A smaller element size would be 

desirable but computational times and memory demands were excessive for the size required.  

These discontinuities do not impact the validity of the solutions presented in this thesis. 

The electrodes are limited to two pairs in order to simplify computation time.  However, this 

“unit cell” remains representative of an entire model.  Electrodes are 1500 µm long – this 

value represents an infinitely long geometry for boundary conditions.  The points at which 

the electrode resident samples are taken are illustrated with arrows in Figures 37 and 38, 

p. 59; center samples are taken at the very center of the shown slice (the most distant point 

from electrodes).  As seen in Figures 37 and 38, as well as all later plots, the electrodes with 

a positive (red/light color) potential will draw in negatively charged particles.  To model 

electrokinetic transport, deviations from the initial uniform concentration of 1 mol/m3 were  
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Figure 37. Normal horizontal electrodes with paired potential 
sample locations showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 

 
Figure 38. Normal horizontal electrodes with opposite potential 
sample locations showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 

observed.  A summary of two horizontal model geometries with concentration variations 

versus time is shown in Figure 39, p. 60.  This plot demonstrates that virtually all particle 

migration from an induced DC charge via electrophoresis ceases after one second.  Highest 

concentration occurs, as expected, at edges of the positively charged electrodes attracting the 

negatively charged particles.  Also observed is an appreciable decrease in concentration at 

the center of the chamber demonstrating the feasibility of the three-dimensional electrode  
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Figure 39. Normal horizontal electrodes, concentration levels versus time. 

geometry.  This decrease represents approximately 75% of the particles at the chamber center 

being drawn towards electrodes – particles that would be lost in previous planar designs.  On 

point B, on both opposite and paired potentials, there is a sudden increase in particle 

concentration as electrokinetic transport draws particles towards the electrodes through 

electrophoresis.  However, it is also seen that this sudden increase is brought down as a 

concentration gradient is formed.  Because concentration is so high, there is a diffusion of 

particles away from the electrodes; this occurs until the electrophoretic forces equal the 

diffusive forces imposed by the concentration gradient for this particle mobility.  This is not 

noted, though, on the interior points B because of their distance from the negative electrodes.  

The negatively charged electrodes repel the negatively charged particles, increasing 

concentration near the positively charged (red/light color) electrodes.  However, with no 

coupled force increasing the concentration above the diffusion gradient force, concentration 

merely reaches a steady-state solution with no overshoot. 

Staggered Horizontal Electrodes 
To induce electrophoretic transport through non-uniform electric fields (creating an 

electromagnetic field gradient), electrodes are displaced relative to their “mate” – the 

electrode directly across from them.  These electrodes are shifted 50 µm in both the X and Z 

directions, maintaining a constant distance of 150 µm but changing the induced field using 
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their biases.  The resulting geometry is seen in Figure 40.  The sample locations are seen in 

Figures 41 and 42, p. 62.  The resulting analyses are illustrated in Figure 43, p. 62. 

 
Figure 40. Staggered horizontal electrodes, paired potential showing 
concentration at T=1. 

 
Figure 41. Staggered horizontal electrodes with paired potential 
sample locations showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 
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Figure 42. Staggered horizontal electrodes with opposite potential 
sample locations showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 

 
Figure 43. Staggered horizontal electrodes, concentration levels versus time. 

Again, there is an appreciable increase in concentration along the positively biased electrodes 

and a decrease in concentration from the center of the chamber of ~80%.  Though the elapsed 

time and potential remain the same from the previous model illustrated in Figures 37 and 38, 
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the transport efficiency is slightly higher.  Also seen is a gradual increase in concentration 

along the positively charged electrodes without a strong concentration gradient as well as an 

interior concentration gradient in the sample points B. 

Normal Vertical Electrodes 
In an effort to further refine electrode geometries, varying orientations were modeled 

in a vertical pattern.  The first model (normal) is shown in Figure 44.  Again, only four 

electrodes were modeled to represent a unit cell of a larger design.  To preserve continuity of 

design from the horizontal electrodes, the geometries and resulting analyses reflect a reversal 

of Z and X axes.  This model has the 150 µm electrode spacing analogous to the horizontal 

model, but the overall height has been increased.  The sampling locations on the electrodes 

are illustrated in Figures 45 and 46, p. 64.  Center samples were again taken from the center 

of the shown slice as illustrated.  Analyses of these samples concentration variations 

illustrated in Figure 47, p. 65.  Concentration depletion from the chamber center and increase 

on the positively charged electrodes is similar to that of the horizontal electrode geometry.  A 

slightly higher concentration is noted on the electrodes as well as a slightly lower decrease in 

concentration at the center of the chamber (~21% of initial value versus ~25% in horizontal 

electrodes).  However, this improvement is marginal.   

 
Figure 44. Normal vertical electrodes with paired potential 
showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 
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Figure 45. Normal vertical electrodes with paired potential sample 
locations showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 

 
Figure 46. Normal vertical electrodes with opposite potential sample 
locations showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 
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Figure 47. Normal vertical electrodes, concentration levels versus time. 

The physical construction of such a device with vertical electrodes is indeed possible but the 

physical number of elements required and the resulting biases to be controlled is much 

greater than for horizontal geometries.  Though, for completion, a staggered vertical 

electrode analysis follows. 

Staggered Vertical Electrodes 
Analogous to the horizontal electrode model, the vertical electrodes have been shifted 

by 50 µm in the X and Z directions while preserving the constant 150 µm spacing for optimal 

electric field formation.  This is demonstrated in Figure 48.  Figures 49 and 50 (p. 66) outline 

the sampling locations and concentration variations in this geometry are seen in Figure 51, 

p. 67.  The same fractional performance increase determined by lower concentrations at the 

chamber center and higher particle accumulation at the positive electrodes is noted here; it is 

similar in magnitude to the increase seen in the staggered horizontal geometry.  The time 

required for a steady-state solution is observed to be longer.  Concentrations are still varying, 

particularly at point A in the paired potential vertical staggered geometry.  However, the 

increase again does not demonstrate an appreciable improvement in capturing efficiency. 
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Figure 48. Staggered vertical electrodes with paired potential 
showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 

 
Figure 49. Staggered vertical electrodes with paired potential 
sample locations showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 
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Figure 50. Staggered vertical electrodes with opposite potential 
sample locations showing concentration variations at T=1 second. 

 
Figure 51. Staggered vertical electrodes, concentration levels versus time. 

ELECTRODE GEOMETRY VARIATION AND SUMMARY 
 The depletion (attraction of particles from the center of the chamber) is shown in 

Figures 52 and 53, p. 68 as a function of time.  From these analyses, it is seen that though 

vertical geometries reveal a slightly higher efficiency of particle capture/center depletion, the  
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Figure 52. A summary of the effect of electrode geometry on concentration versus 
time for non-staggered geometries.  Sample points are at the center of the chamber. 

 
Figure 53. A summary of the effect of electrode geometry on concentration versus 
time for staggered geometries.  Sample points are at the center of the chamber. 

improvement is marginal.  However, the number of required elements is much greater than 

the horizontal geometry and as a result, the end complexity and cost would be greater.  For 

transport of particles up into a collecting chamber as seen in the previous section, a series of 

horizontal electrodes staggered 50 µm apart will transport particles efficiently through 

electrophoresis. 
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ANALYSES CONSIDERING JOULE HEATING 

In chapter 2, it was established that Joule heating plays a role in affecting the discrete 

manipulation of sub-micron particles.  The following analyses serve to determine whether the 

phenomenon of Joule heating will have an effect on particle trapping.  The model geometry 

and point locations used are illustrated in Figures 54 and 55. 

 
Figure 54. Joule heating model geometry showing electric potential  
in volts (V). 

 
Figure 55. Joule heating sample location with biased electrodes. 
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A potential DC current of +/- 5V was used in the geometry shown in Figure 54, along 

with an initial ambient temperature of 25º C.  The fluid conditions are identical to previous 

models analyzed; unit dimensions are identical to the previous horizontal staggered geometry 

models: 710 µm long, 310 µm wide, and 240 µm high.  To account for thermal variants due 

to Joule heating, the boundary conditions set forth in Table 4, p.57, were used.  This 

modeling technique gives an upper estimate of the heating experienced by the device due to 

electrical energy dissipation.  Because the actual device is not absolutely insulated and will 

actually experience a heat flux due to moving fluid, the results given here are for more 

extreme variations.  The heat source is a function of initial thermal conductivity wσ  of the 

fluid and the normal electric field DCE : 

 2_ DCwEsourceHeat σ=  (56) 

 Figure 56 illustrates the results from this heat source.  The plot seen in Figure 56 

demonstrates that the greatest temperature variation occurs at the chamber center.  This is 

due to the heating experienced in the medium from electrodes equally distanced – ie: two 

heat sources instead of only one.  Across the entire model, the temperature increases to a 

maximum of 53˚ C in confined areas – an increase of 26˚ C.  This is recognized as a 

significant increase in temperature and it is possible to damage some biological specimens. 

 
Figure 56. Temperature variations in representative chamber model. 
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However, this temperature increase is a worst-case scenario with zero heat flux and total 

thermal isolation.  In a real device, this would not be the case; constant fluid flow would cool 

the system and implementation of heat-sinks would further constrain radical temperature 

variations.  It is recognized that the heat seen in this model causes variations in the 

conductivity of the conductive media.  These variations may be seen in Figure 57, p. 72.  

This data was obtained by coupling the electric power dissipation as it changed with distance 

and time within the device, drawing on relationship seen in (57): 

 ( ) ( )( )15.298019.01 −⋅+= Tinitialσσ  (57) 

The factor of 0.019 reflects the percent increase of conductivity with temperature from 

literature established in chapter 3 and the initial temperature taken at 25° C.  With highest 

temperature increase of 26˚ C, the conductivity increased 52% to a value of 2.28 S/m.  This is 

an appreciable increase.  Figure 57, p. 72, shows that the device has reached steady-state 

though and there will be no further temperature increases at the proscribed voltage and power 

dissipation rate and therefore no further increases in conductivity.  Auto-thermal runaway is 

not seen in this model.  In order to determine whether these temperature and resulting 

conductivity variations are critical to the design of this device, a comparison plot is seen in 

Figure 58, p. 72.  As evidenced in Figure 58, Joule heating does not play a detrimental role in 

the capture efficiency of the chosen design.  In fact, for Points A and C (center), it actually 

assists in collecting particles via electrophoresis on and near the electrode.  Without a 

concentration gradient, (ie: distancing the electrode from a no-flux boundary), the same 

would occur at Point B as well.  These differences in sample collecting are seen in Figure 59, 

p. 73. 

The percent improvement values were calculated for points A and B using the 

formula 100
)(

_

_ ×
−

JouleNo

JouleNoJoule

C
CC

 and 100
)(

_

_ ×
−

JouleNo

JouleJouleNo

C
CC

 for the center point.  C  

and C  correspond to the concentration in moles without Joule and with Joule 

considerations, respectively.  These formulations were used because “improvement” along 

points A and B signify an increase in the speed at which concentration increases around the 

electrodes – where these points are.  The center point “improvement” is a decrease in the 

concentration over time as particles are drawn to the electrodes through electrophoresis.  

These differences are due to the temperature increases and corresponding viscosity changes 

JouleNo _

Joule
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in the medium as well as increased fluid conductivity and susceptibility to electrokinetic 

forces.  The viscosity changes over time are seen in Figure 60, p. 73. 

  
Figure 57. Conductivity variations in representative chamber model. 

 
Figure 58. Comparing simulations with Joule heating and no Joule effects. 
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Figure 59. Concentration percentage increases and decreases utilizing Joule 
heating. 

 
Figure 60. Viscosity variations over time with varying sample locations in 
representative chamber. 

It is seen that the viscosity decreases by a maximum of 38% from 0.00085 Poise to 

0.00053 Poise.  These data points were obtained by plotting known values of water 

temperature versus viscosity and extrapolating a trend line fit to: 
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  (58) 7297.00094.0 −= Tη

where η  is viscosity in poise and T is temperature in Celsius.  This formula is more accurate 

than the traditional linear fit with an R2 value of 0.9932 versus 0.9663.  This decrease in 

viscosity reduces the fluidic resistance (drag) on particles as they move and thereby increases 

the efficiency of the trapping device as well as the increased effects of improved 

conductivity.  Thus, Joule heating will be considered a relevant competing force in the 

discrete manipulation of single particles; however, it will also be considered a constructive 

force in the trapping of particles as it aids in trapping efficiency. 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSES IN DIELECTROPHORESIS 
The next logical step is the capture of particles that do not have an inherent charge.  

Because electrophoresis is only effective with charged particles, some objects do not fall into 

this manner of transport.  However, using a dielectrophoretic method of transport increases 

the types of particles that can be effectively moved.  As stated previously, dielectrophoresis 

will allow transport of any polarizable particle.  For this reason, the ability to have a device 

that can have both staggered and normal electrode geometries would be ideal.  Such a device 

is shown in Figure 61, p. 75.  Again, this is not a full device but rather a simplified 

representation that is used for efficient simulations. 

Contrary to previous models, not all electrodes are biased simultaneously in 

Figure 61.  Rather, electrodes are biased alternating in the Z direction, creating a non-

uniform field that can both draw charged particles toward their oppositely biased electrodes 

as well as orientate and transport any and all polarizable particles receptive enough to be 

affected by the potential applied to the chosen electrodes.  This model geometry will be 

analyzed for the remainder of the section.  Verification of strong electromagnetic and hence 

dielectrophoretic field is paramount in successful manipulation of micron and nano-sized 

particles.  As stated previously, such a field must be large enough to overcome the competing 

forces at this sub-micron scale.  Maintaining the same potential as the previously analyzed 

models, a normal electromagnetic field is formed, illustrated in Figure 62, p. 75.  As seen by  
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Figure 61. Dual-transport model: DEP and EP capable showing 
potential biasing. 

 
Figure 62. Normal electromagnetic field, isometric view. 

the plot, the field is quite large near the electrodes.  However, the dielectric force does not 

depend on the magnitude of the normal electric field but rather the gradient of the field, 

which is dependent upon the partial differentials of the field in principal directions: 
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In (60), V corresponds to the potential used in calculating an electric field E using x, y, and z 

to denote the i, j, and k directions.  In other words, Vx is the variation of voltage in the x 

direction and Vxx is the second derivative of potential.  By limiting the field range, one may 

isolate the weaker center fields that would be the least susceptible to positive 

dielectrophoretic forces.  A plot of this field follows in Figures 63 and 64, p. 77. 

Unlike concentration, in Figures 63 and 64 the electric field may be regarded as time-

invariant providing the potential imposed on the electrodes remains constant.  These figures 

highlight the minimum fields.  The staggered electrodes create a non-uniform field.  In 

Figure 64, an area of low (negative) electric field gradient strength may be discerned 

appearing as dark patches in a rough zig-zag line along the center of the chamber.  These 

areas represent traps for negative dielectrophoresis.  Particles exhibiting negative 

dielectrophoresis will be drawn to these locations due to their weak field gradients.  Because 

the electrodes exist in three dimensions and may be selectively pulsed, these regions give 

further validity to the ability to transport the particles up into a collecting chamber.  Particles 

affected by positive dielectrophoresis (and electrophoresis) will still be drawn to the strong 

fields and potentials of the electrodes, up into the collecting chamber. 

 
Figure 63. Isolated electrical field gradient squared, isometric view 
of ∇ . 2E
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Figure 64. Isolated electrical field gradient squared, top view of 

. 2E∇

QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 

 To establish the validity of the FETCh device, it is necessary to present numerical 

evidence of its feasibility in its intended function – to attract and transport particles through 

the chamber through electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis.  While the analysis software 

Comsol is unable to incorporate dielectrophoretic analyses, it is able to model the 

accumulation of a mobile charged particle such as DNA through electrophoretics.  The 

following sections outline the forces experienced by a particle through dielectrophoresis, and 

the actual migration of the particles from the bulk fluid to the biased electrodes. 

Electrophoretic Transport 
 To evaluate which geometry is most efficient to transport particles via a “conveyor-

belt” approach, one must first establish the most efficient geometry to draw particles towards 

the means of conveyance – in this case, the positively biased electrodes.  In the case of a 

positively charged particle, transport would occur at the negatively biased electrodes; 

however, in these analyses, it is assumed that the particle behaves similar to DNA with a 

negative charge and the other physical properties mentioned previously in Table 2.  Using 

these properties, Figure 65, p. 78 outlines a summary of capturing results for the various 

models analyzed.  The values in Figure 65 represent only the concentration of the total 

volume on the surface of the electrodes; the actual volume of particles moved by the electric  
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Figure 65. Percentage of particles accumulated at (+) electrodes as given by 
concentration. 

field is higher.  From this side-by-side comparison, it is seen that the opposite geometry 

consistently outperforms paired bias geometries; this is again related to the coupled forces – 

negative biases push the negative particles away while simultaneously the positive biases pull 

them in.  There is little difference between horizontal and vertical geometries, giving further 

credence to the simple mask-and-remove method of manufacturing to be found further in this 

thesis. 

 This same analysis was applied to the dual-transport mechanism mentioned earlier.  

This geometry, with four electrodes on each side, alternating on/off bias with 

positive/negative potentials, resulted in the highest efficiency: 30.6% capture on the surface 

of the electrodes – an even higher concentration was influenced and transported by the field.  

The electrical potential distribution is shown in Figure 66, p. 79.  It might be inferred that the 

higher efficiency was due to the increased overall area of electrode-to-media ratio.  However, 

only half of the electrodes were biased; this implies that the spacing rather than the number 

of biased electrodes, contributed to the increase in electrophoretic trapping efficiency. 

Dielectrophoretic Force 
 Though COMSOL cannot directly simulate dielectrophoretic transport, it is possible 

to extrapolate the forces exerted on a particle provided the following constants are known: 
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Figure 66. Selectively biased potential of highest efficiency model. 

• Particle radius (microns) 

• Particle permittivity (Coulomb2/Newton-meter2 or F/m) 

• Electrical field gradient (Newton/Coulomb or Volt/meter) 

The last assumption is validating a constant value for the Clausius-Mossotti factor.  From 

(16), ( ) ( 1212 2/ )εεεε +−≡K .  K may be assumed to have a constant value of -0.5.  This is 

justified by assuming the permittivity of the suspending medium 1ε  to be much higher than 

that of the particle being manipulated 2ε .  This is valid because water, at low frequencies, 

has a permittivity of approximately 80 F/m while typical dielectric particles, such as latex 

spheres, are at much lower levels such as 2 or 3 F/m.  Using this value, the force of 

dielectrophoresis becomes: 

 2
01

3 ERF ∇−= επ  (61) 

For the following analyses, only the most efficient trap will be analyzed: the horizontal 

staggered geometry with four rows illustrated in the previous section.  The analysis will 

consist of the previously chosen particle radius ranges: 100 nm, 500 nm, 1 µm and 2 µm.  

The sample locations of the electric field gradient are illustrated in Figure 67, p. 80.  These 

sample locations result in the DEP forces shown in Figure 68, p. 80, as a function of particle 

radius.  The location of the maximum DEP force will occur where the electromagnetic field  
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Figure 67. Sample locations showing concentration at T=1 second. 

 
Figure 68. Dielectrophoretic force within chamber versus radius at varying 
locations. 

gradient is at its highest.  It is seen that as particle radius increases, the dielectric force also 

increases.  This relation found in (61) is intuitive – as the amount of polarizable surface area 
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increases, the degree at which the particle may be affected by the induced electric field grows 

as well.  This plot may also be compared with Figure 11, p. 15.  Both demonstrate a similar 

effect of DEP force with electric field gradient on small particles.  Figure 11 shows effects at 

a single field value whereas Figure 68 demonstrates forces for a variety of gradient strengths. 

 As stated in the analysis section, the critical factor in the success of this device is to 

adequately trap particles, that is, the dielectrophoretic force must be greater than the 

appreciable competing forces: thermal forces and Brownian motion.  If it is presumed that 

the observation time is greater than 0.01 second, then only thermal forces need be 

considered.  For this model, the time interval is on the order of 1 second, therefore only Joule 

heating must be overcome.  From the derivations in previous chapters, it has been determined 

that while Joule heating has an effect on some systems, through strict control its effect may 

be minimized in this system.  By reducing the potential of the electrodes to a level that will 

not result in electrolysis of the system or contribute to appreciable heat, then the system is a 

success.  The function of this device is not strictly to manipulate, but to trap.  Because of this, 

it is not necessary to completely overcome all the forces of Joule heating but rather continue 

to activate a system while keeping the working fluid below a denaturing or other harmful 

threshold temperature. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis has set out to evaluate sub-micron forces by accomplishing the following: 

• Determination of existing means of manipulation 

• Analysis of relevant scaled forces and determination of relevance 

• Improvements in current techniques 

• Novel design with applications in existing technological fields 

• Design of a such device and process of fabrication using readily available methods 

Through analysis of current technologies, optical and acoustic manipulation 

techniques were discarded in favor of dielectrophoresis as the principle means of 

manipulation.  These techniques were determined unfavorable as their means of energy 

transference was less efficient and the forces exerted were insufficient for a wider variety of 

particle size sorting and operation.  A combination of electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis 

has been determined as the most feasible means of manipulation. 

Several forces have been considered critical within the micro-world.  These include 

thermal forces, gravity and buoyancy, stokes forces, and Brownian motion.  The chief 

thermal force, Joule heating, was analyzed in detail.  While it is recognized still as a relevant 

force for discrete manipulation, the controlled heating of fluid has been found to have a 

constructive effect in the efficiency of particle trapping.  Gravity and buoyancy particles 

through, virtue of their relation to displaced volume, have been found to diminish in 

magnitude with particle size.  Stokes forces have also been found as a non-critical force with 

diminishing particle radius.  Heating of the fluid through Joule forces further decreases the 

viscosity and hence frictional forces in the Stokes analysis.  Brownian motion, while a 

relevant force at the sub-micron level in discrete manipulation, may be held in check by 

utilizing a time-averaged approximation.  This time-averaging leads to a net force and 

displacement of zero due to the random nature of the motion.  For strict particle trapping, 

Brownian motion is easily overcome by electrokinetic and dielectrokinetic forces. 
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Current techniques in the sorting and capture of particles in the micro-world have 

been limited to two-dimensional constructs.  By developing a three-dimensional construct, a 

wider array of applications may be addressed.  These include miniaturized constructs as well 

as the analyzed trapping FETCh device.  Electrokinetic and dielectrokinetic forces have been 

found more than adequate for three-dimensional trapping. 

The FETCh device demonstrates itself as a useful tool in the capturing and 

condensing of particles in a bulk solution.  The full-scale device accommodates a sample of 

1.25 mL – serving as a conduit of this macro-world sample to the micro-world trapping.  

Such condensing can be used in the pharmaceutical industry as well as the processing of 

minerals from aqueous solutions.  The usage of three-dimensional electrodes and harnessing 

of restricted Joule heating for improved capturing efficiency is a step in a new road in the 

MEMS world. 

The FETCh device has been designed for ease of real-world micromachining using 

well-established techniques.  By following similar processes found in electronic circuit-board 

fabrication, the device may easily be made.  A simplified version of FETCh has been 

submitted for microfabrication and will be received soon; the further characterization of this 

device is left as an extension of this research by another.  A full-scale unit cell design has 

been presented as well as a simplified “proof-of-concept” design that can be manufactured 

economically.  Extending this full-scale design can lead to applications of a self-assembly 

process. 

This research has taken the road from broad field, to established technique, to 

physical introduction to the scientific community.  MEMS is an exciting field that remains up 

and coming.  Many new innovations exist and miniaturization is the future of man and the 

future is now.  After all, there is plenty of room at the bottom. 
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FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

 Discussed in this section are details discovered during the course of this thesis.  While 

the topics may be somewhat applicable to the research previously presented, they are in of 

themselves subjects that may be researched at a future time. 

BROWNIAN MOTION COMPENSATOR 
It has been established that over a sufficiently long observational time, the net force 

and resulting motion of a particle from Brownian motion (diffusion) is zero.  However, it 

may be desirable to fix a particle in a given location for a very small time period.  For this 

reason, a feedback system of observed displacement coupled with electrodes would allow a 

balancing solution that would keep a charged particle in a given location, or impose a desired 

drift by slightly increasing the compensating forces in a given direction). 

Work has been done on an Anti-Brownian Electrophoretic Trap (ABEL) at Stanford; 

however, this device is limited to a single plane of manipulation.  To increase the control and 

dimensional capability of the device, the model seen in Figure 69 has been devised. 

 
Figure 69. Anti-Brownian 3-dimensional trap showing distribution 
of the electric potential. 
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Note the position and geometry of the electrodes – positioning on multiple planes allows 

manipulation in a third dimension.  The castellation of the electrodes also greatly improves 

the propagation of the electric field via fringe fields. 

Selective biasing of electrodes can pull particles in a given direction within the 

chamber through electrophoretic transport.  Seen in Figure 70 is a series of eight electrodes 

with odd numbered electrodes on the top plane and even numbered electrodes on the bottom. 

 
Figure 70. Selectively biased electrodes and resulting particle path. 

As seen in Figure 70, negatively charged particle will be repelled by electrode 1.  At the 

same time, it will be pulled by electrode five.  Furthermore, the biasing of electrode 6 with a 

negative potential will cause the particle to remain in the upper plane and eventually venture 

to the region of electrode 5.  By varying the magnitudes of these biases, the speed and final 

location may be controlled. 

To establish a functioning Anti-Brownian manipulator, a feedback visual-based 

control system would be linked to the electrodes.  With this system and the geometry shown 

above, selective electrode biasing at proper times (as determined from visually observed 

particle motion) could move the particle in a given direction or, as necessary, counteract 

random Brownian motion.  When motion was observed on the particle from Brownian 

influences, an electrokinetic force generated by properly biased electrodes could counteract 

this displacement. 
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NANOMANIPULATOR 
Already there have been great strides towards micro and nano-scale fabrication by 

utilizing latex beads and other readily available, uniform particles as well as custom 

assembly of biological entities on the molecular scale.  However, though manipulation is 

conceptually possible as demonstrated in this thesis, real-time observation and verification of 

particle movement has yet to become a reality.  For this reason, the device in Figure 71 is 

proposed. 

 
Figure 71. Observation-capable nano-manipulation system. 

By working backwards from the perceived point of intersection on the detectors of the laser 

light, it may understand where the particle is resting.  This may be accomplished by solving 

for Snell’s law of refraction and understanding the incident angles at which the laser strikes 

an opaque surface.  While these relations are not necessary within the scope of this thesis, the 

idea remains feasible for an observation-capable system.  The main considerations are to 

have a sufficiently weak beam to not induce heating into the system but at the same time 

have a powerful enough beam to register on the detection plates after deflecting off the 

manipulated object and reaching the light detectors. 
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INITIAL DESIGNS 

Initially, analysis and improvement of a 2-dimensional manipulator was conducted.  

Figure 72 demonstrates the initial concept. 

 
Figure 72. Two-dimensional manipulator. 

Electrodes along the left and right of the center chamber would allow selective pulling of 

charged particles through electrophoresis.  Seen in Figure 73, p. 92, this design was refined 

to allow for manipulation in the third dimension along the height of the chamber.  Similar to 

the 2-dimensional manipulator, this 3-dimensional manipulator allowed manipulation of 

particles through selectively biased electrodes.  While simple in concept, these designs, 

particularly the 3-dimensional manipulator, remained difficult to physically observe particles 

– a concept necessary for proof of concept once the physical assembly was achieved.  For 

this reason, Figure 74, p. 92 reveals another design iteration.  While not fully populated 

across the entire cavity, the electrodes seen in Figure 74 on either side allow for both relative 

up and down manipulation; when selectively pulsed, travelling DEP is induced both left and 

right as well as along the length of the chamber.  This unique chamber design also takes 

advantage of fluid flow as a means of particle transport – fluid is swept in as a bulk into the 

narrowing cavity where it is then trapped via electrophoresis.  These particles may then be  
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Figure 73. Three-dimensional manipulator.  The circled area B 
shows the entrance of the channel. 

 
Figure 74. Observable chamber design with pulsing DEP 
electrodes. 
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held within the narrow chamber as the remaining fluid bulk is flushed out.  Several chambers 

in series allow selective trapping or successive trapping to ensure that all targets are captured; 

observation is possible because of the relatively narrow width of the isolated areas with 

electrodes.  However, boundary effects are also prevalent due to the very small chamber size 

(approximately 10 µm in height).  The zero-slip condition along the chamber walls limits 

fluid flow and reduces volumes to miniscule amounts – a design that would become clogged 

with particles larger than 5 µm.  These complications led to the final designs outlined in the 

main bulk of the thesis, pp. 39 – 42.
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